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KEDACOM ranks in “A&S Top 50 Security Suppliers Ranking and Reports 2017” which is a
market survey to recognize the publicly-listed companies with strong global presence in the
security industry based on their physical security product sales revenue. This is the first time
that KEDACOM get into the top security companies list.
“Compared to last year’s high-growth list, this year’s shows a stark contrast…It is worth noting
that among these companies, Hikvision, Dahua and KEDACOM are all traded on main boards.”
- Security 50 rankings confirm Chinese industry dominance, William Pao, A&S International
This ranking not only demonstrates KEDACOM enhanced marketing strategies and R&D
capability, but also indicates that KEDACOM is playing more important role in international
security market.
Breaking New Ground in Technologies
KEDACOM has always been a technology-driven company since its founding in 1995. We have
been in the field of IP video communications since 1998, accessed to the video surveillance
industry since 2004, invented the China’s first VMS & IP Video Network Codec back in 2004.
After that, KEDACOM has engaged in the development and promotion of video surveillance and
released its first NVR in 2008.

KEDACOM focuses on making advance in video surveillance technologies such as Cloud
Computing, Deep Learning AI, Mobile Surveillance, Big Data Storage, Video & Audio Codec, IP
Video Transmission and so on. With all these new developments we are continuously coming
up with the latest and innovative solutions that meet high-end markets’ needs and reaches
sustained, stable and high-speed growth.

Constantly Expanding Global Footprint
KEDACOM currently has laid out some countries in Asia Pacific (the Middle East, Russia, Europe
and Africa). We will complete the overall layout in North America, South America and other
regions. Globalization is our goal and the demand for intelligent IP video surveillance is
booming both in developed and developing regions.

“We have found a very precise position in the global market," said Jacky Zhu, KEDACOM’s
International General Manager, " At present, the number of our global partners is growing very
fast. It is estimated that our growth rate, especially in overseas market, will be a unprecedented
great development next year."

